
EFFECTIVE USE OF #ARTICLEV AND #COSPROJECT HASHTAGS 

from Jerry Rowe (mailto:voiceofamerica1925@gmail.com) 

As for the meaning of the tags 

Also shows the frequency of use. Patriotjouralist does that too I think... 

tagdef.com 

 

I use these tags if I can, as you have seen. Some don't have that much traffic. P2 is the progressives. I 

leave that in for news, most of which shows how badly they perform in the real world. 

 #tcot #tlot #brtt #teaparty #lnyhbt #tgdn #OpSlam #ccot #nobama #p2 

I drop it for things we need to do and don't need harrassment on. 

#ccot is a tag made by, originated by, fingersflying. So I love to use it.  

Stands for Christian Conservatives on Twitter.  

And since it has a lot of use, including it gets your word out. 

These are also high volume. 

 #tcot #tlot #teaparty #lnyhbt  

 

Now, go to 

Notepad++ i>http://notepad-plus-plus.org/ 

and download/install the program. 

This is a raw text programming editor. I also use some others, but this one is nice for what we are about 

to do... :-) 

Put your tweets here, save it as some name like  

mytweets.txt 

 

Each tweet is on a line and may stick out past the right some. Before you send a new tweet, while you 

are in the tweet box and confirmed 140  or less, Ctrl-A to select all, ctrl-c to copy, then switch to 

Notepad++ and paste on a new line. 

Keep copying new and old tweets. 

Old ones copy best by clicking the ... and choose send as email. But don't send. Just copy the tweet and 

close that window, then paste into N++ 

Now note that copying from here will probably get a ... and extra space after a link address. Delete 

those. 

Remember to save the txt file often. There is no auto save here by default. 

 

Now, on N++, left click on the number on the left bar in the line of the tweet. It is highlighted. 

Accidentally hitting a key will wipe it out, but control-z will restore. 

Instead, use ctrl-c to copy, open up a tweet window and then ctrl-v to paste. 

And send if still shown to be 140 or less. 

 

Once you get the hang of it and have stored 100 tweets or so, you can put out relevant tweets, maybe 
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20 or so in a minute or two. Already set with tags etc. 

You might want to  put them in some order, put a short description above sections, etc. 

 

I use an app on my android phone/tablet to do the same sort of thing. So I can respond to el floyo about 

any time when I have a few minutes. 

I also have another app that will respond in singles, but I do have to be careful with it so I don't have it 

do something weird with twitter and get me kicked off. But careful response use will get me a tweet 

back to his programmed scheduled tweets at 4 am etc. Thing is, hardly anyone is up then on twitter 

anyway. So a manual response at 7AM is just as good. 

 

OK, so you are blocked by FF. No problem. This twitter search will show all his tweets. There is a period 

and space at the beginning the capitalization of the AND is important. All the rest should be lower case. 

No @ at the beginning of his handle. You can search your own timeline for one you sent and can 

remember part of the tweet. 

. AND from:fingersflying 

and this without the # shows all tweets with article v, even those without the # tag 

artice v AND from:fingersflying 

 

If you start a tweet with a period 

.@fingersflying 

or include him somewhere in the tweet, it will show in his notification list. 

 

Now I wouldn't pester him too much. You might get kicked off twitter. So I don't generally address him 

directly, but rather post some,,,,,or a lot of tweets telling the other side from what he says. 

My strategy (who knows if it is right) is to fill the screen enough to push his and other detractors 

including liberals, wolfpac, jbs, etc off the bottom of the screen. 

Posting pics and videos helps that as you may notice. 

I may post less if other favorables have posted, till they get a few hours stale. 

 

If you use the search about and check his other tweets, you will see he is into all the conspiracy theories 

etc.  My opinion of those is that even IF they or some of were true, he doesn't  haves solutions for those 

either. Just fear. 

COS (and God...) are the only workable solutions. 

 

Let me know how you get along with this. 

Keep it up. 

Oh, one more thing. Try to retweet all the COS supporters. That floods  

the hashtags with pro stuff. 

  

Also, IF you want to check out a link he has posted, don't click on it.  

That gives him a tick on his twitter statistics (yes there is such a  

thing) and he can tell if it is being read. I don't know if he knows  

about that, but he might. 



Instead, right click, copy hyperlink, and open a new tab and paste it there. 

  

Jerry 


